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Email: cmarvin@freeliteaz.com

Website: www.freeliteaz.com

Will Remodeling Surge in 2013?
ial Offer Until 3/31/13
Spec

THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND WORDS...
The total package was just exceptional. — Karen Moore, Phoenix

$

… the two installers were very professional and very good and Judy on
the inside was very good as well. — Howard Black, Scottsdale
Freelite performed work as scheduled. The workers were competent,
performed the work with pride, answered all my questions, and were very
courteous. — Mary Hodson, Tempe

Go to www.guildquality.com and
type in “FREELITE” to find out how we
rate with all our customers.

Sudoku
The classic Sudoku game involves a grid
of 81 squares. The grid is divided into
nine blocks, each containing nine squares.
The rules of the game are simple: each
of the nine blocks has to contain all the
numbers 1-9 within its squares. Each
number can only appear once in a row,
column or box.
The difficulty lies in that each vertical
nine-square column, or horizontal ninesquare line across, within the larger
square, must also contain the numbers
1-9, without repetition or omission.
(The solution to this puzzler can be found on our website: www.freeliteAZ.com)

COMPANY ADDRESS: 331 West McDowell Road • Phoenix, AZ 85003-1214
V: 602.233.1981 F: 602.253.8811
SHOWROOM HOURS:
Mon-Fri. 7:00 AM - 4:00 PM (available after hours by appointment)

Green
Tip

Change
your
Thermometer

Changing your thermostat to a
programmable one allows you to
control the temperature in your
home at different times of the day
without you being home. Keep the
heat off when you're out of the
house and set it to turn back up
before you get home. Some also
have a second set of settings for
weekends, when people usually
spend more time at home.
The thermostats range from $90
to $175, but can save 12% or more
on your energy bill and pay for
themselves within three years.

50

Discount
on any
®
VELUX glass or

Indications point to healthy growth in the remodeling industry this year. Since the worst of
the economic downturn in 2007-2008, spending on home improvement and repair projects
has remained anemic. Now, finally, things seem to be changing.
The National Association of Home Builders recently announced that its Remodeling Market
Index climbed five points at the end of last year, from 45 to 50, a sign that remodelers are
reporting that they are seeing more business. This is the highest point registered since the
third quarter of 2005. George Moore Jr., NAHB Remodelers Chairman, explains that, “as
owners become more confident that investments in housing will hold their value, they are
beginning to undertake projects to improve their comfort that they had been putting off.”
Similarly, Harvard’s Joint Center for Housing Studies projects double-digit growth in home
improvement spending for the first half of 2013, from an annual rate of $115.1 to $134.2 billion.
Their Leading Indicator of Remodeling Activity (LIRA) looks at a number of predictive forwardlooking indicators, including housing starts, pending home sales, residential remodeling
employment figures and Census data.

Tubular Skylight
Installations
(offer applies to new contracts only;
not valid with other discounts)

Budapest Parliament Building

FREELITE Earns Coveted Angie’s list
“Super Service” Award
For the fifth consecutive year, FREELITE has been awarded the prestigious Angie’s list “Super Service”
Award, an honor bestowed annually on approximately 5% of all the companies rated on the nation’s
leading provider of consumer reviews of local service companies.
According to Angie Hicks, founder of Angie’s List: “Our Super Service Award winners are the cream of the crop
when it comes to providing consistently high quality customer service, as judged by the customers who hired them.”

?

Trivia
Challenge

The first Dick Clark's New Year's
Rockin' Eve took place in what year?
a)1970 b)1971 c)1972 d)1973 e)1981
The first correct answer faxed to
602.253.8811 or emailed to
cmarvin@freeliteaz.com will
be the winner of a

Express
$50 American
Gift Card!
(NOTE: Only one winner per family per year)

Nov. - Dec. 2012 Trivia Challenge Winner…

Hangover Myths
1. Hangovers are Gender-Blind

2. Only Bingers Get Hangovers
You don’t have to get wasted to pay a price the next morning. In some people, just a couple of drinks
can trigger headaches and other hangover symptoms.

3. Wine is the Gentlest Choice
Red wine contains tannins, compounds that are known to trigger headaches in some people. Malt
liquors, like whiskey, also cause more severe hangovers. The gentlest choices are beer and clear
liquors, such as vodka and gin.

4. Liquor Before Beer

1. When was the first Thanksgiving celebration? 1621

5. Eat Pasta Before Bed

3. What great American statesman lobbied to make
the turkey the national symbol? Ben Franklin
4. About how many feathers does a mature turkey
have? 3,500
5. What Native American tribe celebrated the first
Thanksgiving with the colonists?
the Wampanoag tribe
6. Approximately what percentage of American
homes eats turkey on Thanksgiving? 90%
7. Which U.S. president specified that Thanksgiving
would fall on the last Thursday of November?
Abraham Lincoln
8. Which country consumes the most turkey per
year per capita? Israel

THERMA-TRU
Fiberglass Doors

Women are more susceptible to the effects of
drinking than men because the latter have a higher
percentage of water in their bodies, which helps
dilute the alcohol.

Congratulations to the winner of our last
Trivia Challenge… Jose Campos of Phoenix was the
first person to correctly answer all the Turkey Trivia
Challenge questions, as follows:
2. Where was the turkey first domesticated?
Mexico and Central America

FEATURED
PRODUCT:

It’s the amount of alcohol you consume, and not the order of your drinks, that matters.

WOOD DOORS
Limitations

• Expensive
• Absorbs moisture
• Can peel or bubble out
• Can bow, warp or twist
• Will fade
• Not energy efficient
• Requires regular maintenance

Wrong on two counts. First, eating after you’ve already drunk is no help — food has to be in your
stomach before Happy Hour to do any good. Second, while any food can slow down the rate of alcohol
absorption, fat does it best. So go for steak or pizza before your first martini.

6. Pop Pain Relievers Before Bed
Over-the-counter painkillers peak in about four hours, so a bedtime dose won’t help by the time you
wake up. A better plan is to take the pills when you first wake up. And don’t take acetaminophen
(Tylenol) after a night of drinking — the combination could hurt your liver.

Advantages

• Beautiful wood grain
• High end look
• Scratches easily repaired
• Warm feel and touch

7. Coffee is the Cure
A lot of coffee leads to more dehydration and could make your hangover worse. After a night of excess
drinking, it’s best to avoid anything with caffeine. Instead, sip water and sports drinks to rehydrate and
replace lost electrolytes.

Just for
Laughs…

More alcohol in the morning does nothing but postpone a hangover. The worst symptoms hit when
blood-alcohol levels drop to zero. If you have a screwdriver at breakfast, this moment will just come
later in the day.

At a New Year's party, Peter turns to his friend Alex
and asks for a cigarette.
“I thought you made a New Year's resolution to quit
smoking,” Alex says.
“I'm in the process of quitting,” Peter replies with a
grin. “Right now, I’m in the middle of phase one.”
“Phase one?”
“Yeah,” Peter responds, “I've quit buying.”

We welcome our
new friends into the
FREELITE family…
We believe in treating all our customers
like family — just ask any of our longtime
clients. We are excited to welcome each of
our FREELITE first-timers. We appreciate
the opportunity to serve you and hope to
see you again very soon. Here are just a
few of the new members of the family.

Pat and Marsha Blackwell, Bill Boyers
Tom Walsh, Trevor and Eleanor
Williams, Bev Kochanski, Bob and
Nancy Hawthorne, Royalie Freistroffer,
Daniel and Pat Bradley, JC Aldrich,
Karen Moore, Julio Batista, Elaine
Cropper, Marie Conway

STEEL DOORS
Limitations

8. “Hair of the Dog”

“What a New Year’s party! I drank from the toilet,
barked for hours, and rolled in something really smelly!”

Even after 25 years, fiberglass remains the most
advanced material for entryways — able to satisfy
both today’s and tomorrow’s homeowners by giving
them the look of wood doors and the strength of
steel doors, without the compromises of either. In
fact, fiberglass doors offer just what homeowners
want — the optimum combination of security,
energy efficiency, performance and aesthetics.
THERMA-TRU not only pioneered the fiberglass
door category, they continue to lead the industry.

Many thanks to everyone whoʼs referred

FREELITE to friends, neighbors or family
members recently. Your kind actions are
really what make us a success. While we
donʼt have enough room to mention

everyone, here are a few: Bud and Joyce
Brimhall, Robert Mclain, Don Mudd,
Jim Field, Hawley and Liz Atkinson,
Andrew and Karen March, Ann
Schweiger, Linda Brock, Gene Healy,
Kurt Leddy

Good resolutions are
simply checks that men
draw on a bank where
they have no account.
–— Oscar Wilde

• Easily dented
• Scratches can lead to rust
• Paint chipping can be common
• Conducts temperature;
cold or hot to the touch

FREELITE

Refer your Friends
& Family and get a

BONE YARD

25

$

Starbucks

8/0 x 6/10 White Aluminum Sliding Glass
Door......................................... $400.00

Gift

Certificate

9/7 x 6/8 White Vinyl Sliding Glass Door
................................................ $700.00
16/0 x 6/8 White Vinyl Glass Door
...............................................$1,100.00
6/0 x 6/0 Tan Vinyl Picture Window
over Slider ................................ 250.00
6/0 x 6/8 Tan Vinyl Picture Window
over Slider ................................ 250.00
6/0 x 7/8 Fiberglass Entry Door w/(2)
Sidelites .............................. 2,000.00

Winter Special:

10% OFF
all THERMA-TRU
Entry Doors

(offer expires 3/31/13. Applies to new contracts
only; not valid with other discounts)

Many of our customers find us through other
homeowners for whom we’ve installed windows,
doors or skylights in the past. Word-of-mouth
advertising has been the cornerstone of our
success. For this generosity, we offer our gratitude
and a token of our appreciation through our

Referral Reward Program!
Hereʼs how:
1. Simply refer someone to our services
by giving them the complete back
page of this newsletter, or a photocopy, containing your name and address.
2. When the person youʼve referred
presents the form, we will automatically
mail you a $25 STARBUCKS gift
certificate.

3. Meanwhile, your friend or relative receives
a 5% discount off the cost of their project
(NOTE: Discount cannot be used in conjunction with other offers or on existing
proposals or contracts).

Advantages

• Lower maintenance
• No cracking or bowing
• Less expensive
• Energy efficient
• Good insulating value
• Secure

FIBERGLASS DOORS
Limitations
• None

Advantages

• Lowest maintenance
• Resists denting and scratching
• Offers wood grain and smooth
finish look
• Won’t rot, deteriorate or rust
• Energy efficient
• Can be painted or stained
• Won’t warp, bow or twist
• Five times the insulation value
of wood

12-Months

Same-As-Cash

